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E  Picture book shelved  
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Suggested Reading List  
Pre-K and Kindergarten 

Each icon indicates a Forsyth 

County Public Library branch: 

      Central 

     Carver School Road 

      Clemmons 

      M/J East Winston 

       Kernersville 

      Lewisville 

      Reynolda Manor 

       Rural Hall 

       Southside 

       Walkertown 

   

E Boudreau  I Dare You Not to Yawn  
  by Helene Boudreau                  

A comical cautionary tale for bedtime-resistant 
youngsters.  This book  challenges readers to 
avoid yawning, and explores a variety of sleep 
pitfalls, from a dozing dog and a cuddly blanket 
to endearing baby orangutans who stretch out 
long arms for a nighttime hug.  

 

 

E Bruel     Bob and Otto by Nick Bruel     

Caterpillar Bob and his best friend Otto, an earth-
worm, discover their differences when Bob takes 
to a tree branch and later, the air.  Their friend-
ship continues after Bob reassures Otto of the 
ways each of them is special and important.  

 

E Daywalt     The Day the Crayons Quit  
           by Drew Daywalt                 
When Duncan arrives at school one morning, he 
finds a stack of letters, one from each of his      
crayons, complaining about how he uses them. 
Each letter explains the experiences and feelings 
of a color.  
 
 

E Dyckman     Boy + Bot by Ame Dyckman  
  A boy and a robot strike up a friendship 
despite their differences.  

 

E Henkes     Birds  by Kevin Henkes     

Discover the different types of birds. They come 
in all different shapes, sizes, and colors — and 
they even make different sounds.  

 

 

E Walsh     Mouse Paint  by Ellen S. Walsh     

Three white mice discover jars of red, blue, and  
yellow paint and explore the world of color.  

  
 

 

E Wood     When a Dad Says "I Love You"   
      by Douglas Wood     
Explores some of the many and varied ways a father 
can express his love, even without saying the words, 
such as by making pancakes, playing games, and 
reading a favorite story using special voices for each 
character.  

 
 
 

 

J551.518 C     I Face the Wind by Vicki Cobb    

Introduces the characteristics and actions of the 
wind through simple hands-on activities.  

 

 

 

 

J567.9 G     Dinosaur Discoveries   
       by Gail Gibbons    

 Learn more about amazing discoveries  in the    
science of  dinosaurs.    

 
 

 

 

 

Recommended Reading... 
Forsyth County Public Library 



 

 

 
 
 

 
 
   

E McDonnell     Me...Jane   
               by Patrick McDonnell  

Holding  her stuffed toy chimpanzee, young Jane 
Goodall observes nature, reads Tarzan books, and 
dreams of living in Africa and helping animals. 
Includes biographical information on the    
prominent zoologist.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

E McReynolds     Eight Days Gone  
                  by  Linda McReynolds     
Depicts, in brief verse and illustrations, the 1969 
Apollo 11 mission when man first walked on the 
moon.  

 

 

 

E Nyeu     Squid and Octopus: Friends for 
    Always by Tao Nyeu     

Four separate stories celebrate the many-legged 
friendship between Squid and Octopus as they 
disagree over how to stay warm, encourage each 
other, and fret over the contents of a fortune 
cookie.   

E Holub      Little Red Writing   
     by Joan Holub     
Once upon a time, in pencil school, a brave 
little red pencil sets out to write an exciting 
story with nouns and adverbs and everything
--but first she has to face the ravenous pencil 
sharpener, the  Wolf 3000.   
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

E Levine     Seababy: A Little Otter          
       Returns Home  
      by Ellen Levine     
Separated from his mother by a storm, a 
baby otter is rescued by a human who takes 
him to the Monterey Bay Aquarium to     
recover. There the otter learns how to take 
care of himself.    

 
 
 

 

 

E Mandel     Zoo Ah-Choooo   
        by Peter Mandel     
On a sleepy Sunday at the zoo, all the animals 
suddenly begin to sneeze.  

 

 

 

E Matheson     Tap the Magic Tree  
              by Christie Matheson    
 Invites the reader to tap, rub, touch, and 
wiggle illustrations to make an apple tree 
bloom, produce fruit, and lose its leaves.  

 

 

 

E Park     Xander’s Panda Party   
   by Linda Sue Park     

Xander wants to throw a party, but every time 
he sends out invitations he has to redo them to 
include the marsupials, birds, and reptiles. Will 
Xander ever get his invitations out so he can 
have a party?    

 
 

 

 

 

 
E Parker     The Deep, Deep Puddle  
        by Mary Jessie Parker     
This adventure begins with one dog getting 
trapped in a deep, deep puddle, but what will 
happen next when more animals and people 
get close to the puddle’s edge. Will everyone 
get out?  
 

 

 

 

E Quattlebaum     Jo MacDonald Saw a Pond 
by Mary Quattlebaum     

Jo, the farmer’s granddaughter, sees not only 
frogs, fish, and ducks, but also reeds, coons, 
deer, and a dragonfly—E-I-E-I-O!  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

E Rubin      Those Darn Squirrels  
       by Adam Rubin     

When grumpy Old Man Fookwire builds     
feeders to try to keep birds--the only creatures 
he likes--from leaving for the winter, he finds 
himself in a battle with clever, crafty squirrels 
who want a share of the abundant food.  

 
 
 
 

 
E Stein     Leaves by David Ezra Stein             
 A curious bear observes how leaves change 
throughout the seasons.  
 
 
 
 
 
E Van Camp     Cookiebot!: A Harry and 
Horsie Adventure by Katie Van Camp     
Harry and his best friend Horsie build a robot 
that can reach the cookie jar for them when the 
robot suddenly goes out of control and wreaks 
havoc around the city.    
 

 


